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09.45 – 10.00
Registration and reception of participants

10.00 – 10.30
Opening remarks

Mr Andrej ZERNOVSKI
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of North Macedonia

Mr Szymon SZYNKOWSKI VEL SEK
Secretary of State for Polish Community Abroad, European Policy, Public Diplomacy and Cultural Affairs

10.30 – 10.45
Coffee break (media statements)

10.45 – 11.15
Welcoming remarks

Mr Zoran NECHEV
Head of the Centre for European Integrations within Institute for Democracy “Societas Civilis” and Coordinator of the Southeast European Think Net Network

Mr Daniel STEFANOV
Programme coordinator at the European Council on Foreign Relations, Sofia Office

Ms Ana MARJANOVIC RUDAN
Programme Advisor and CSF WB Coordinator, European Fund for the Balkans

11.15 – 11.45
Discussion on the framework of the 2020 North Macedonia-Bulgaria Co-Presidency of the Berlin Process

Mr Edvard MITEVSKI
Coordinator of the Berlin Process, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, North Macedonia

Ms Marta SZPALA
Senior Fellow at the Central European Department of the Centre for Easter Studies from Warsaw
11.45 – 12.45
Discussion on the policy expectations of the 2020 North Macedonia-Bulgaria Co-Presidency of the Berlin Process

Ms Jovana MAROVIĆ
Executive Director of the Politikon Network and BiEPAG Fellow

Ms Jelica MINIĆ
Vice-President of European Movement in Serbia

Ms Marie-Jelenka KIRCHNER
Associate Fellow at the Centre for European Integrations, Institute for Democracy “Societas Civilis”

Ms Donika EMINI
Executive Director of CiviKos Platform and BiEPAG Fellow

Mr Nemanja TODOROVIĆ STIPLIJA
Editor-in-chief of the European Western Balkans

12.45 – 13.05
Questions from the audience
The discussion will be moderated by Mr Ivan NIKOLOVSKI, Researcher, Centre for European Integrations at the Institute for Democracy “Societas Civilis” – Skopje (IDSCS)

13.05 – 13.35
Cocktail

Important information: The working language of the conference is English. No interpretation provided.
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Please note: The IDSCS on behalf of the SEE Think Net plans to produce image recordings within the framework of the event, which will be used and published by the IDSCS in a documentation about the event, for its own reporting on the event, as well as on the Internet. In doing so, it might be possible that pictures of your person might be taken and be used for later publication. If you do not agree to this, please send us an e-mail on contact@idscs.org.mk